
The Growing Distance over Time  
 

One 

 

Come to think of it, I have known Yin Zhaohui and Yin Zhaoyu for over ten years 

now. My first visit to their studio was on a Summer’s day in June of 2008 when their 

studios were still at Beigao Village, two simple houses next door to each other with 

modest décor. Other than artworks and tools, I do not recall much of anything else 

there. It was difficult for anyone who met them to tell them apart - these twin brothers 

looked so much alike. Their distinct personalities would still emerge when you talked 

to them: Zhaohui had a subtle but rather sharp, slightly conceited and rebellious 

quality to him, whereas Zhaoyu seemed soft and cautious in comparison, a much 

more amiable person. 

The same can be said about their works: Yin Zhaohui is concerned with the 

theme of "body" - interlaced fingers, faces distorted by the pushing and squishing of 

hands, bodies that occupy the entirety of the canvas, a provocative look under the shirt, 

young women who bear their chests or even their genitals, and such - these tense and 

bizarre visual imagery coupled with a polished "image style" directly convey an 

experience that feels sensitive, anxious and a bit malicious; Yin Zhaoyu, on the other 

hand, depicts a simplistic and vast "ethereal scenery" - the quiet and open skies and 

fields, a deserted airport, cities far away on the horizon line, and cityscape through the 

large glass walls… - this delicately but distantly painted "image style" illustrates 

"ethereality" in "daily scenery", delicately conveying an obscure but eloquent 

expressions of social concern. 

Since then, I have kept in touch with them and become familiar with the process 

of each of their creative evolution at close distance. 

Yin Zhaohui has continued with the theme of "body" up until 2011, but the 

language of his painting gradually presented a noticeable change: though the visual 

effect of "imagery" is not yet completely abandoned, in 2011, he did attempt to break 



free from the restraints of "visual imagery" via two very opposite approaches - a much 

more passionate "expressive style" in contrast to a much more simplistic and rational 

"linear style". It was not until 2012 when he became inspired by Georgia O’Keeffe 

did he turn towards a "humanized scenery" executed using slightly wobbly lines; in 

2014, the O’Keeffe style "humanized scenery" gradually transformed to combine a 

rustic but enchanting "Chinese style", a peculiar quality in traditional Chinese 

painting. This is when he no longer deliberately combined "scenery" with "human 

bodies"; however, those "linear" structured mountains, waters, trees and other bizarre 

scenes and objects are brimming with an ethereal quality that grew to be composed 

and eloquent. 

This differs from Yin Zhaohui’s attempt to break free from "visual imagery". Up 

until his solo exhibition "Airport" in Bangkok, Yin Zhaoyu had always evolved along 

the path of "painterly quality". While the theme remained the somewhat magical 

"airport views", the palpable "expressionist style" however was clear, and it was at 

this time his questions for modern society has settled to become an intrinsic nature 

within him. The issue that concerns him most is the corresponding relationship 

between the rich visual language and his own complex feelings. After the exhibition, 

Yin Zhaoyu came to a halt and was stuck in a creative rut; since all the problems 

proposed in "airport scenery" and all of the complex emotions involved had been 

thoroughly examined and expressed, he needed to find subject and language that 

could challenge the intricacy of his internal experiences. 

 

Two 

 

In September of 2017, Yin Zhaohui had an exhibition in Beijing titled "Ode to 

the Mountain Woods". The exhibition is a systematic display of his "Chinese style" 

artworks since 2015 that are constructed through "rustic scenery" as "viewed through 

a telescope". The audience saw a striking personal style – "struggles and anxiety deep 

within" are transformed into an obscure "antique taste", and instinctively melding the 

Eastern and Western rustic aesthetics with bizarre contemporary experiences into a 



personal style - and the artist’s progressive maturity. 

 Looking at Yin Zhaohui's more recent works, his art explorations have had 

noticeable changes since "Ode to the Mountain Woods". This change first appeared as 

lines that has a traditionally Chinese undertone. The delicate and long lines have 

always been Yin Zhaohui’s signature visual motif; speaking from the most 

fundamental, his lines in the past were altered "forms" of a "Western" quality, yet his 

latest expression of lines seem to be gradually liberated from "form" and marching 

toward a path down a flattened, decorative "bone method" (the structural using of the 

brush emphasizes lines) transformation that stresses on the lines’ own quality. 

Secondly, these expressively Chinese line are accompanied by a gradually flattened 

visual atmosphere in the image. At this phase, he was inspired by Japanese Ukiyo-e 

and China’s ancient murals – an aesthetics to compress depth, delicate formal 

transformation and complicated visual layers into a flattened and rich mural-like 

image that seems imbued with history. Compared with the previously bizarre and 

enchanting appeal veiled beneath quaint imagery, his new works emphasize on the 

rustic but brilliant colors unique to ancient murals. 

Wasteland, wilderness, forests, nude women, peach blossoms… Expressionism, 

collages, imagery style, combinations of collages and expressive language… Through 

long and arduous experimentations, Yin Zhaoyu’s art practice has come to focus on 

peculiar "interior views" in 2016: through a combination of wild, expressive language 

and collage, a "Weischer Style" interior view that looks half deserted, half under 

renovation. For Yin Zhaoyu, this peculiar "interior view" first emerged as an "on-site 

experience" or a vague psychological experience with the "renovated site", 

re-introducing him to "Weischer Style" spiritual quality of interior views, and arrived 

in a vast world of art through this narrow passageway. 

In 2017, in fact, Yin Zhaoyu’s "Interior View" no longer relies on peculiar 

imagery such as "renovation/ruins" but rather lends help from layers upon layers of 

colors; the vividly fashionable and mottled hues, convoluted spatial structures 

between the "everyday" and "surreal", floating fragments of "life’s information" and 

more have expressed a psychological realization of our modern world’s many 



complex language that is both flourishing and decaying, in hopes and in pain. This is 

exactly the reason why Yin Zhaoyu’s latest paintings are not confined to a "Weischer 

Style" interior views; there are paintings that border on abstraction like Tribute to 

Auerbach, paintings that depict the outdoors filled with an air of magic, interior views 

of "NABIS style", and of course the unique "renovation/ruins" interior views. More 

importantly, no matter the imagery and expression, all of the artworks precisely 

capture his idiosyncrasies and passion for love. He has reached maturity in his 

explorations of art. 

 

 

Three 

 

Ten years ago, Yin Zhaohui and Yin Zhaoyu titled their first dual solo exhibition 

as "Departure". Ten years later, a word that comes to mine for their second dual solo 

exhibition is "distance". 

The so called "distance" implies an independent consciousness to be distant. 

First, this implies for the twin brothers a distance within "mainstream" art circle. 

China’s "art map" has undergone continuous shifts in the ten years since 2008 as the 

tide rises and falls. Yin Zhaohui and Yin Zhaoyu have always kept their distance from 

this "mainstream". The evolution of their art has followed their own perceptions on art 

and life, propelled by an internal drive but not an external force. Secondly, a distance 

from "scenery and object". Since "Departure", both of their art have had turned away 

from the narrative quality that relies on "scenery and object" to a painterly quality that 

stresses more on "language". The progressively obscure approach is a more mature 

expression of their complex internal experiences. Thirdly, the distance between their 

styles. Though their distinct personalities were apparent even in the early stages of 

their career, they had yet developed a vividly unique artistic style as they both opted 

for the more general "imagery style". Since 2008, they have been through self-doubt, 

pain and transformations. In the end, they have each established their own distinct 

styles and unique creative systems.   



Ten years later, Yin Zhaohui and Yin Zhaoyu’s studios have already moved to 

Song Zhuang. They are still next door to each other, but their personalities have 

changed substantially: Yin Zhaohui has long shed the look of rebellion and adopted a 

gracious and polite demeanor; as for Yin Zhaoyu, there is now an air of genuine 

sincerity to his gentleness. These changes accurately reflect the transformation in their 

art, as if paintings are the mirror of their souls. 
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